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MAHLER MEASURES OF ELLIPTIC MODULAR SURFACES
FRANC¸OIS BRUNAULT AND MICHAEL NEURURER
Abstract. In this article we develop a new method for relating Mahler measures of three-
variable polynomials that define elliptic modular surfaces to L-values of modular forms.
Using an idea of Deninger, we express the Mahler measure as a Deligne period of the surface
and then apply the first author’s extension of the Rogers–Zudilin method for Kuga–Sato
varieties, to arrive at an L-value.
1. Introduction
Let P ∈ C(X1, . . . , Xn) be a nonzero Laurent polynomial. The (logarithmic) Mahler measure
m(P ) of P is defined as the average of log |P | on the n-torus T n = (S1)n:
m(P ) =
1
(2pii)n
∫
Tn
log |P (z1, . . . , zn)|dz1
z1
∧ . . . ∧ dzn
zn
.
If n = 2 and P defines an elliptic curve E, the work of Boyd [9] and Deninger [13] shows
that under certain additional conditions on P , the Mahler measure m(P ) should be related
to the L-value of E at s = 2. Boyd conjectured many remarkable relations of the form
m(P ) = rΛ(E, 2)
where r ∈ Q× and Λ(E, s) denotes the completed L-function of E. While Boyd’s conjectures
remain open in general, a number of special cases have been established in recent years, see
e.g. [21], [31], and [11].
In a series of papers [2, 3], Bertin derived similar identities between the Mahler measure of
a polynomial defining an elliptic K3 surface and the L-value of the associated newform of
weight 3 at s = 3. She studies families of K3 surfaces defined by families of polynomials
Pk(X, Y, Z) = X +
1
X
+ Y + 1
Y
+ Z + 1
Z
− k and another family Qk. One crucial ingredient
in her proof is that the derivatives of m(Pk) and m(Qk) with respect to k are periods of the
corresponding K3 surfaces and hence satisfy a Picard-Fuchs equation. Using this fact she
derives an expression of m(Pk) and m(Qk) as Eisenstein-Kronecker series that she can then
relate to L-values for special values of k such as
(1) m(P2) = 4Λ(f8, 3),
where f8 is the unique newform in S3(Γ1(8)). A similar approach was adapted in [4] and
[23], where several more relations between Mahler measures and L-values are derived.
In this article we develop a new method for establishing identities such as (1) for three-
variable polynomials that define elliptic modular surfaces. It is based on a modification of
Deninger’s approach in [13] that, in favourable cases, allows us to express the Mahler measure
of a polynomial as a Deligne period of the corresponding variety; in the 3-variable case as the
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integral of a Deligne 2-form η over a 2-cycle D. Our approach relies on explicitly identifying
η in terms of Eisenstein symbols (see §5) and D in terms of modular symbols (see §4) and
then applying results of [12] to evaluate the integral. The strength of our method lies in the
fact that once the cycle D is identified, most other steps can be performed algorithmically.
In the following theorem we collect our results. For a congruence subgroup Γ, the surface
E(Γ) is the universal elliptic curve over the (open) modular curve Y (Γ), see §4.2. Each
equation is preceded by Γ, signifying that the given Laurent polynomial defines a model for
E(Γ). While the first of our results was found by Bertin [2] with a different method, the
rest, to our knowledge, are new.
Theorem 1.1. For N ∈ {8, 12, 16}, let fN denote the unique newform in S3(Γ1(N)) with
rational Fourier coefficients. We have
Γ1(8) : m(X +
1
X
+ Y +
1
Y
+ Z +
1
Z
− 2) = 4Λ(f8, 0),
Γ1(8) : m((X − 1)2(Y − 1)2 − (Z − 1)
4
Z2
XY ) = 8Λ(f8, 0),
Γ1(4) ∩ Γ0(8) : m(X + 1
X
+ Y +
1
Y
− 4Z − 4) = 7ζ(3)
pi2
+ log(2),
Γ1(6) : m((X + Y + 1)
(
1
X
+
1
Y
+ 1
)
− Z) = 7ζ(3)
pi2
,
Γ1(6) ∩ Γ(2) : m((X + Y + 1)
(
1
X
+
1
Y
+ 1
)
− 2
(
Z +
1
Z
)
− 5) = 3
2
Λ(f12, 0) +
log(2)
2
,
Γ(4) : m((X + 1)2(Y + 1)2 − 2(Z + 1)
4
Z3 + Z
XY ) = 4Λ(f16, 0).
Note that there are no cusp forms of weight 3 for the congruence subgroups Γ1(4) ∩ Γ0(8)
and Γ1(6). Accordingly, the Mahler measures we obtain are combinations of L-values of
Eisenstein series at s = 0.
In the following sections we will develop our method for general congruence subgroups,
accompanying the general considerations with explicit calculations for Bertin’s polynomial
P = P2. In §2 we recall part of Deninger’s work, expressing the Mahler measure of a three-
variable polynomial as an integral of a Deligne 2-form η over an explicit 2-cycle D which
we call the Deninger cycle. In §3 we describe a way to parametrise V (P ) by giving an
explicit birational map from E(Γ1(8)) to V (P ). This construction was communicated to
us by Odile Lecacheux and we also use it for all the other surfaces we treat. In §4 and §5
we describe explicit cycles and motivic cohomology classes on the modular surface E(Γ).
The Shokurov cycles are closely connected to modular symbols and ultimately we want to
express the Deninger cycle D in terms of such cycles. The cohomology classes, cup products
of Eisenstein symbols, are natural elements of Hk+2M (E(Γ)
k,Q(k + 2)) first constructed by
Beilinson in the case k = 0 and extended by Deninger–Scholl and Gealy for general k. Section
§5 describes how to associate to a Milnor symbol on E(Γ) an Eisenstein symbol, which we
use to express the form η in terms of Eisenstein symbols. In §6 we recall some basic facts
about Deligne–Beilinson cohomology and the Beilinson regulator map.
Several of Boyd’s conjectures were solved by expressing Mahler measures as integrals of
Eisenstein symbols over modular symbols using the Rogers–Zudilin method. In the 2-variable
case this reduces to calculating the regulator of two Siegel units in terms of L-values of
2
weight 2 modular forms (see [11]). The first author extended this calculation to deal with
regulators of higher order Eisenstein symbols. In particular this allows one to express the
integral of an Eisenstein symbol over the Shokurov cycle gX{g0, g∞} for any g ∈ SL2(Z) in
terms of L-values. Hence we try to decompose the Deninger cycle into a linear combination
of cycles of the form gX{g0, g∞}. While every Shokurov cycle is homologous to such a
linear combination, we encounter several difficulties, coming from the fact that the Shokurov
cycles are cycles on a compactification of E(Γ), while the Eisenstein symbols do not extend
to cohomology classes on the compactification. This means that an integral of an Eisenstein
symbol over a Shokurov cycle is not necessarily absolutely convergent. Furthermore, even
given absolute convergence, it is not always true that the integral of an Eisenstein symbol
over a coboundary vanishes, so integrals over homologous cycles might not be equal. We
carefully deal with these technical difficulties in §7.
In §8 we describe in detail how our method works for Bertin’s polynomial P2. In the final
section §9 we give conditions on the three-variable polynomial P under which we expect that
our method gives a connection between m(P ) and an L-value. We describe how to construct
polynomials satisfying our conditions and derive the new formulas listed in Theorem 1.1.
The search for models that satisfy our conditions was performed in Magma [7] and we give
more details on the algorithm in §9. Given a model satisfying the three conditions, all
other steps described above can be performed algorithmically and we implemented them in
Sage [29]. In order to check our results and find other examples we used MATLAB [20] to
numerically approximate the Mahler measures.
Acknowledgements. The first author thanks Odile Lecacheux for her suggestion to give a
modular proof of Bertin’s results, and for communicating her method to obtain a modular
parametrisation. We also thank her and Marie-Jose´ Bertin for interesting discussions and
encouragement throughout this project. The second author1 also thanks Bartosz Naskre֒cki
and Chris Wu¨thrich for helpful conversations about elliptic surfaces. Finally, we thank the
anonymous referees for careful reading and comments leading to an improvement of the
article.
2. The Deninger cycle
Let P ∈ C[X±1, Y ±1, Z±1] be given by P (X, Y, Z) = ∑i1i=i0 ai(X, Y )Z i with ai1(X, Y ) 6= 0
and define P ∗(X, Y ) = ai1(X, Y ). We denote by V (P ) the (reduced) zero locus of P in G
3
m.
Then by Jensen’s formula
(2) m(P )−m(P ∗) = 1
(2pii)2
∫
(T 2×U)∩V (P )
log |Z| dX
X
∧ dY
Y
,
where T 2 = {(X, Y ) : |X| = |Y | = 1} and U = {Z : |Z| > 1}.
Definition 2.1. The Deninger 2-cycle DP is defined by
DP = (T
2 × U) ∩ V (P ).
Note that DP carries a natural orientation arising from the natural orientation on T
2.
We now focus on the polynomial P (X, Y, Z) = X + 1
X
+ Y + 1
Y
+ Z + 1
Z
− 2, for which we
give a more explicit description of the Deninger cycle DP .
1Supported by EPSRC grant N007360 ‘Explicit methods for Jacobi forms over number fields’ and the
DFG Forschergruppe-1920.
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Lemma 2.1.
DP = {(eiφ, eiψ, Z(φ, ψ)) : cos φ+ cosψ < 0,
Z(φ, ψ) = 1− cosφ− cosψ +
√
(1− cosφ− cosψ)2 − 1}.
Proof. Let (X, Y, Z) ∈ DP . Since (X, Y ) ∈ T 2 we have
P (X, Y, Z) = 2Re (X) + 2Re (Y ) + Z +
1
Z
− 2.
The equation P (X, Y, Z) = 0 is then equivalent to
Z +
1
Z
= 2(1− Re (X)− Re (Y )).
In particular Z + 1
Z
∈ R which implies Z ∈ R ∪ S1. Since we assume |Z| > 1, we must have
Z ∈ (−∞,−1) ∪ (1,+∞). Therefore |Z + 1
Z
| > 2, which implies Re (X) + Re (Y ) < 0 and
Z > 1. 
The region where cos φ+ cosψ < 0 is (up to translations by 2pi) equal to the interior of the
square with the corners (0, pi), (pi, 2pi), (pi, 0), (2pi, pi) and Z varies between 1 and 3 + 2
√
2.
Lemma 2.2. The map (X, Y, Z) 7→ Z defines a fibration of DP\{(−1,−1, 3 + 2
√
2)} above
the interval (1, 3 + 2
√
2). The fibres are homeomorphic to S1 and are given by the implicit
equation
cosφ+ cosψ = 1− 1
2
(
Z +
1
Z
)
.
Note that for Z0 ∈ (1, 3 + 2
√
2), we have Z0 +
1
Z0
− 2 ∈ (0, 4) and the projective closure of
the curve P (X, Y, Z0) = 0 is an elliptic curve.
3. The elliptic modular surface E1(8)
By the work of Bertin-Lecacheux [5, §7.1], the elliptic modular surface E1(8) associated to
the group Γ1(8) is a desingularisation of the surface
P (X, Y, Z) = X +
1
X
+ Y +
1
Y
+ Z +
1
Z
− 2 = 0.
The modular curve Y1(8) has genus 0 and the structural morphism E1(8) → Y1(8) is given
by (X, Y, Z) 7→ Z.
We now give an explicit parametrisation of the surface V (P ) in terms of elliptic functions
following a method of Lecacheux [19]. The birational transformation
U = −XY, V = −Y (XY + 1)
puts V (P ) into the Weierstraß form
(3) V 2 +
(
Z +
1
Z
− 2
)
UV = U(U − 1)2.
Let A : Y1(8)→ E1(8) be the canonical section of order 8 on the universal elliptic curve. It
has coordinates
(UA, VA) = (Z,Z − 1)
4
and its multiples are given by
(U2A, V2A) = (1, 0), (U4A, V4A) = (0, 0).
Let M = (U, V ) be a section of E1(8). We compute explicitly
U(M + 2A) = 1−
(
Z + 1
Z
− 2)V
(U − 1)2
V (M + 2A) = −
(
Z + 1
Z
− 2)2 V
(U − 1)3 +
Z + 1
Z
− 2
U − 1
In particular
U(M + 2A)− U2A = −(Z − 1)
2
Z
V
(U − 1)2 .
It follows that
X = −U(U − 1)
V
=
(Z − 1)2
Z
· U − U4A
(U(M + 2A)− U2A)(U − U2A)
Y =
V
U − 1 = −
Z
(Z − 1)2 · (U(M + 2A)− U2A)(U − U2A)
Since the fibre of E1(8)(C) above τ ∈ H is isomorphic to C/(Z+τZ), there exists a parametri-
sation of the form
U = u2℘τ (z) + r
V = u3
(
℘′τ (z)
2
)
+ u2s℘τ (z) + t
where ℘τ is the Weierstraß ℘-function, and r, s, t, u depend only on τ . In particular, for any
points M1,M2,M3,M4 in the fibre of E1(8)(C) above τ , we have
U(M1)− U(M2)
U(M3)− U(M4) =
℘τ (z1)− ℘τ (z2)
℘τ (z3)− ℘τ (z4)
where Mi corresponds to zi ∈ C/(Z+ τZ).
Since the section A corresponds to z = 1/8, we finally obtain X, Y, Z in terms of ℘
X =
(℘τ (1/8)− ℘τ (1/4))2(℘τ (z)− ℘τ (1/2))
(℘τ (1/8)− ℘τ (1/2))(℘τ(z + 1/4)− ℘τ (1/4))(℘τ(z)− ℘τ (1/4)) ,
Y = −(℘τ (1/8)− ℘τ (1/2))(℘τ(z + 1/4)− ℘τ (1/4))(℘τ(z)− ℘τ (1/4))
(℘τ (1/8)− ℘τ (1/4))2(℘τ (1/4)− ℘τ (1/2)) ,
Z =
℘τ (1/8)− ℘τ (1/2)
℘τ (1/4)− ℘τ (1/2) .
The elliptic involution on E1(8) is given by (X, Y, Z) 7→ (Y,X, Z) and thus Y (τ, z) =
X(τ,−z). Note also that Z(τ) is non-vanishing on the upper half-plane, so that Z is a
modular unit on Y1(8).
Lemma 3.1. The Lecacheux parametrisation identifies E1(8) \ 〈2A〉 with the open subset
of V (P ) ⊂ G3m defined by the condition Z /∈ {±1, 3 ± 2
√
2}. In particular, we may identify
the Deninger cycle DP\{(−1,−1, 3 + 2
√
2)} with a cycle on E1(8)(C).
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Proof. The above construction gives a map φ : E1(8) \ 〈2A〉 → V (P ) ⊂ G3m which is easily
seen to be injective. Since the cusps of X1(8) are given by the Z-values {∞, 0,±1, 3±2
√
2},
the image of φ is contained in the open subset defined by Z /∈ {±1, 3± 2√2}. Let us check
surjectivity. For the excluded values of Z we have k = Z +1/Z − 2 ∈ {0,±4} and it suffices
to check that for k 6= 0,±4, the curve {X + 1/X + Y + 1/Y + k = 0} ⊂ G2m is an elliptic
curve deprived from the subgroup generated by a point of order 4. 
4. Shokurov cycles
In this section, we fix an integer N ≥ 4.
4.1. Modular curves. We recall here some basic facts on modular curves following [16, §1].
Let Y1(N) be the modular curve over Q classifying pairs (E, P ) where E is an elliptic curve
and P is a section of exact order N on E. We have an isomorphism Y1(N)(C) ∼= Γ1(N)\H.
Let Y (N) be the modular curve over Q classifying triples (E, e1, e2) where E is an elliptic
curve and (e1, e2) is a Z/NZ-basis of E[N ]. The group G = GL2(Z/NZ) acts from the left
on Y (N) by the rule g · (E, e1, e2) = (E, e′1, e′2) with(
e′1
e′2
)
= g
(
e1
e2
)
.
The canonical degeneracy map pi : Y (N)→ Y1(N) given by (E, e1, e2) 7→ (E, e2) induces an
isomorphism Y1(N) ∼= Γ\Y (N) where
Γ =
{(∗ ∗
0 1
)}
⊂ GL2(Z/NZ).
Following [14, 3.4], the complex points of Y (N) can be described as
Y (N)(C) ∼= SL2(Z)\(H×G)
and the action of G is given by g · (τ, h) = (τ, hgT ). The degeneracy map pi : Y (N)(C) →
Y1(N)(C) is determined by
pi
(
τ,
(
0 −1
a 0
))
= [τ ] (τ ∈ H, a ∈ (Z/NZ)×).
4.2. Universal elliptic curves. Let us describe the complex points of the universal elliptic
curve E1(N) over Y1(N). The semi-direct product Z
2 ⋊ SL2(Z) acts on H× C by the rules(
m
n
)
· (τ, z) = (τ, z +m− nτ),(
a b
c d
)
· (τ, z) =
(aτ + b
cτ + d
,
z
cτ + d
)
.
We then have an isomorphism
E1(N)(C) ∼= (Z2 ⋊ Γ1(N))\(H× C)
and the structural morphism p1 : E1(N)(C)→ Y1(N)(C) is given by p1([τ, z]) = [τ ].
Let us now describe the complex points of the universal elliptic curve E(N) over Y (N)
following [14, 3.4]. We have
E(N)(C) ∼= (Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z))\(H× C×G)
6
where SL2(Z) acts by left multiplication on G. The group G acts from the left on E(N) by
the rule g · (τ, z, h) = (τ, z, hgT ). The structural morphism p : E(N)(C) → Y (N)(C) is the
obvious one, and we have a commutative diagram
(4)
E(N) Y (N)
E1(N) Y1(N)
p
π˜ π
p1
where the map p˜i is given by
(5) p˜i
(
τ, z,
(
0 −1
a 0
))
= [τ, z] (τ ∈ H, z ∈ C, a ∈ (Z/NZ)×).
Note that the square (4) is cartesian: the universal elliptic curve E(N) can be identified
with the base change of E1(N) to Y (N).
4.3. Shokurov cycles. In this subsection, we define the Shokurov cycles on E1(N)(C) and
E(N)(C). These cycles were first studied by Shokurov [25] and are at the foundation of the
theory of modular symbols.
Let Z[X, Y ]1 be the space of homogeneous polynomials in X and Y of degree 1. Let σ denote
the matrix ( 0 −11 0 ).
Definition 4.1. Let P = mX+nY ∈ Z[X, Y ]1 and α, β ∈ H∪P1(Q). We define the 2-cycle
P{α, β}1 on E1(N)(C) by
P{α, β}1 = {[τ, t(mτ + n)] : τ ∈ {α, β}, t ∈ [0, 1]}
where {α, β} denotes the geodesic from α to β in H.
We define the 2-cycle P{α, β} on E(N)(C) by
P{α, β} = {[τ, t(mτ + n), σ] : τ ∈ {α, β}, t ∈ [0, 1]} .
The relation between Shokurov cycles on E(N) and E1(N) is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let p˜i : E(N)(C) → E1(N)(C) denote the canonical map. For every P ∈
Z[X, Y ]1 and every α, β ∈ H ∪ P1(Q), we have
p˜i∗(P{α, β}) = P{α, β}1.
Proof. This follows from (5). 
The group SL2(Z) acts from the left on Z[X, Y ]1 by ( a bc d )P (X, Y ) = P (dX− bY,−cX+aY )
and on P1(Q) by Mo¨bius transformations.
Lemma 4.2. For all γ ∈ SL2(Z) with reduction γ¯ ∈ SL2(Z/NZ), and for all cycles P{α, β}
on E(N)(C), we have
γ¯∗(P{α, β}) = γP{γα, γβ}.
Proof. Write γ =
(
a b
c d
)
. By definition, we have
γ¯∗(P{α, β}) =
{
[τ, tP (τ, 1), σγ¯T ] : τ ∈ {α, β}, t ∈ [0, 1]} .
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Since σγT = γ−1σ, we get
γ¯∗(P{α, β}) =
{[
γτ,
tP (τ, 1)
cτ + d
, σ
]
: τ ∈ {α, β}, t ∈ [0, 1]
}
.
On the other hand, we have
γP{γα, γβ} = {[γτ, t · (γP )(γτ, 1), σ] : τ ∈ {α, β}, t ∈ [0, 1]}
and a simple computation shows that (γP )(γτ, 1) = P (τ, 1)/(cτ + d). 
Lemma 4.3. For any closed 2-form η on E(N)(C) and any τ1, τ2 ∈ H, we have∫
(mX+nY ){τ1,τ2}
η = m
(∫
X{τ1,τ2}
η
)
+ n
(∫
Y {τ1,τ2}
η
)
(m,n ∈ Z).
Proof. For P ∈ Z[X, Y ]1, consider the natural fibration pP : P{τ1, τ2} → {τ1, τ2}. For a given
τ on the geodesic {τ1, τ2}, the fibre of pmX+nY over τ is homologous tom·[p−1X (τ)]+n·[p−1Y (τ)].
Integrating over the fibres, this implies that∫
pmX+nY
η = m
∫
pX
η + n
∫
pY
η.
The Lemma follows. 
5. Eisenstein symbols
The goal of this section is to express the Milnor symbol {X, Y, Z} in terms of Eisenstein
symbols on the universal elliptic curve E1(8).
5.1. Siegel units. In this subsection, we express Z in terms of Siegel units.
Let N ≥ 3 be an integer. For any (a, b) ∈ (Z/NZ)2, (a, b) 6= (0, 0), the Siegel unit ga,b : H →
C× is defined by the following infinite product (see [16, §1]):
(6) ga,b(τ) = q
1
2
B2(a˜/N)
∏
n≥0
(1− qn+a˜/NζbN)
∏
n≥1
(1− qn−a˜/Nζ−bN ),
where qα = e2πiατ , ζN = e
2πi/N , B2(X) = X
2 − X + 1
6
is the second Bernoulli polynomial,
and a˜ ∈ Z is the unique representative of a satisfying 0 ≤ a˜ < N . Note that g−a,−b = ga,b
when a 6= 0, and g0,−b = −ζ−bN g0,b.
Under the action of SL2(Z) on H, the Siegel units transform by γ∗ga,b = ζg(a,b)γ for some
root of unity ζ [16, 1.6, 1.7]. This root of unity is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let a, b ∈ Z/NZ, (a, b) 6= (0, 0), and let γ ∈ SL2(Z).
(1) If γ =
(
±1 k
0 ±1
)
for k ∈ Z then
γ∗ga,b(τ) = ga,b(τ ± k) = e±πikB2(a˜/N)ga,±ka+b(τ).
8
(2) Assume γ = ( c ed f ) with d > 0. Denote (a′, b′) = (a, b)γ. The root of unity
(γ∗ga,b)/ga′,b′ is determined by
arg
(
γ∗ga,b
ga′,b′
)
≡ pi
[
c
d
B2
(
a˜
N
)
+
f
d
B2
(
a˜′
N
)
+ δ(a˜)P1
(
b
N
)
− δ(a˜′)P1
(
b′
N
)
−2
d∑
k=1
P1
(
1
d
(k − a˜
N
)
)
P1
(
c
d
(k − a˜
N
)− b
N
)]
mod2pi
where P1(x) = B1({x}) = {x} − 12 if x /∈ Z and P1(x) = 0 otherwise.
Proof. The first statement follows from the infinite product expansion of ga,b. The second
follows from an explicit calculation of the limit of arg ga,b(c/d+ it) when t→ 0. It is carried
out in detail in [26, Proof of Thm 13, pp.135-143]2. Following Siegel’s calculation we find
lim
t→0
arg ga,b(c/d+ it)
pi
≡ c
d
B2
(
a˜
N
)
+ δ(a˜)P1
(
b
N
)
− 2
d∑
k=1
P1
(
1
d
(k − a˜
N
)
)
P1
(
c
d
(k − a˜
N
)− b
N
)
mod 2pi.
Since (γ∗ga,b)/ga′,b′ is constant,
ga,b(c/d+ it) =
ga,b(γγ
−1(c/d+ it))
ga′,b′(γ−1(c/d+ it))
ga′,b′(γ
−1(c/d+ it)) =
(
γ∗ga,b
ga′,b′
)
ga′,b′
(
i
d2t
− f
d
)
,
so
lim
t→0
arg ga,b(c/d+ it) ≡ arg
(
γ∗ga,b
ga′,b′
)
+ lim
t→0
arg ga′,b′
(
i
d2t
− f
d
)
mod 2pi
≡ arg
(
γ∗ga,b
ga′,b′
)
+ arg(1− δ(a˜′)ζb′N)− pi
f
d
B2(
a˜′
N
) mod 2pi.
The second term equals δ(a˜′)piP1(b′/N). 
Using Proposition 5.1 we can evaluate any quotient of Siegel units at any cusp.
Proposition 5.2. Let F =
∏k
i=1 g
ci
ai,bi
with ci ∈ Z be a quotient of Siegel units. Let
γ = ( c ed f ) ∈ SL2(Z) and set (a′i, b′i) = (ai, bi)γ. The quantity ordc/d F := 12
∑k
i=1 ciB2(a˜
′
i/N)
does not depend on a choice of γ. If ordc/d F is positive, then F (c/d) = limt→0 F (c/d+it) = 0
and if ordc/d F is negative the absolute value of F (c/d+ it) diverges to ∞. If ordc/d F = 0,
then
F (c/d) := lim
t→0
F (c/d+ it) =
k∏
i=1
(
γ∗gai,bi
ga′i,b′i
)ci
(1− δ(a˜i′)ζb
′
i
N )
ci.
Proof. Writing gai,bi = (γ
∗gai,bi)/ga′i,b′i · (ga′i,b′i ◦ γ−1) as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we get
lim
t→0
F (c/d+ it) =
k∏
i=1
(
γ∗gai,bi
ga′i,b′i
)ci
lim
t→0
k∏
i=1
gcia′i,b′i
(
i
d2t
− f
d
)
.
2To compare Siegel’s notation with ours set u = a˜/N, v = −b˜/N . Then φ(u, v, z) = −ie−piiv(u−1)ga,b.
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The last limit equals
lim
t→∞
k∏
i=1
gcia′i,b′i
(
it− f
d
)
=
(
k∏
i=1
(1− δ(a˜i′)ζb
′
i
N )
ci
)
lim
t→∞
e2π(−t−i
f
d
) ordc/d F .
The Proposition follows. 
We denote by O(Y (N))× the group of modular units on the modular curve Y (N). After
tensoring with Q, the Siegel units are modular units of level Γ(N), so they can be viewed
as elements of O(Y (N))× ⊗ Q. Inside this Q-vector space, the Siegel units satisfy the
transformation law γ∗ga,b = g(a,b)γ for any γ ∈ GL2(Z/NZ). Note that the Siegel units g0,b
with b ∈ Z/NZ, b 6= 0 are invariants under the group {( ∗ ∗0 1 )} and therefore descend to
modular units on Y1(N).
Proposition 5.3. We have the following identity
(7) Z(τ) = (3 + 2
√
2)
∏
n≥1
(1− qnζ38 )2(1− qnζ−38 )2
(1− qnζ8)2(1− qnζ−18 )2
= −i
(
g0,3
g0,1
)2
.
Proof. Note that
Z(τ) =
℘τ (1/8)− ℘τ (1/2)
℘τ (1/4)− ℘τ (1/2)
is a Weierstrass unit in the terminology of Kubert-Lang [17, Chap. 2, §6], and Weierstrass
units can be expressed in terms of Siegel units [10, Prop. 2.2]. To get the explicit expression
we write Z in terms of the Weierstrass σ-function, using that for z1, z2 ∈ C we have [27,
Corollary 5.6(a)]
℘τ (z1)− ℘τ (z2) = −στ (z1 + z2)στ (z1 − z2)
στ (z1)2στ (z2)2
.
We get
Z(τ) =
στ (1/4)στ (3/8)στ (5/8)
στ (3/4)στ (1/8)2
.
We then use the product expansion for στ (z) [27, Theorem 6.4] and the identity 3 + 2
√
2 =
−i(1 − ζ38 )2/(1− ζ8)2 to confirm (7). 
5.2. The Eisenstein symbol. Let X(N) be the compactification of Y (N), and let X(N)∞
be the scheme of cusps of X(N). We have a bijection{
±
(∗ ∗
0 1
)}
\GL2(Z/NZ)
∼=−→ X(N)∞
[g] 7→ gT · ∞.
The vector space
V ±N =
{
f : GL2(Z/NZ)→ Q : f
((∗ ∗
0 1
)
g
)
= f(g) = ±f(−g), g ∈ GL2(Z/NZ)
}
is non canonically isomorphic to the Q-vector space with basis X(N)∞.
Let k ≥ 0 be an integer, and let E(N)k be the k-fold fibre product of E(N) over Y (N). We
denote motivic cohomology by H ·M. Beilinson [1] constructed a residue map
ReskM : H
k+1
M (E(N)
k,Q(k + 1))→ V (−1)kN
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generalising the divisor map H1M(Y (N),Q(1)) → V +N in the case k = 0. In the case k ≥ 1,
Beilinson also constructed a canonical right inverse of ReskM, the Eisenstein map
EkM : V
(−1)k
N → Hk+1M (E(N)k,Q(k + 1)).
Definition 5.1. For any integer k ≥ 0, the horospherical map
λk : Q[(Z/NZ)2]→ V (−1)kN
is defined by
λk(φ)(g) =
∑
x1,x2∈Z/NZ
φ
(
g−1
(
x1
x2
))
Bk+2
({x2
N
})
(g ∈ GL2(Z/NZ))
where Bk+2 is the (k + 2)-th Bernoulli polynomial, and {t} = t − ⌊t⌋ is the fractional part
of t.
Definition 5.2. For any integer k ≥ 1 and any u ∈ (Z/NZ)2, the Eisenstein symbol
Eisk(u) ∈ Hk+1M (E(N)k,Q(k + 1))
is defined by Eisk(u) = EkM ◦ λk(φu), where φu = [u] is the characteristic function of {u}.
Note that Eisk(−u) = (−1)kEisk(u) for any u ∈ (Z/NZ)2.
In the case k = 0, the image of the divisor map Res0M is the space (V
+
N )
0 of degree 0 divisors
on X(N)∞ by the Manin-Drinfeld theorem. It can be shown that the Siegel units provide
a canonical right inverse E0M : (V
+
N )
0 → H1(Y (N),Q(1)) of Res0M. More precisely, the
horospherical map λ0 induces a map Q[(Z/NZ)2\{0}]→ (V +N )0, and we have
E0M ◦ λ0(φu) = gu ⊗
2
N
(u ∈ (Z/NZ)2, u 6= (0, 0)).
In analogy with Definition 5.2, we put Eis0(u) = gu⊗(2/N) for any u ∈ (Z/NZ)2, u 6= (0, 0).
Proposition 5.3 can thus be rewritten as follows.
Proposition 5.4. Let pi : Y (8)→ Y1(8) be the canonical projection map. Then
pi∗(Z) = 8(Eis0(0, 3)− Eis0(0, 1)).
5.3. Definition of the Eisenstein symbol in the case k = 1. Let us now recall the
construction of the Eisenstein map in the case k = 1 following Deninger–Scholl [15]. The
group (Z/NZ)2 ∼= E(N)[N ] acts by translation on E(N), and the group {±1} acts on
E(N) by means of the elliptic involution ι : E(N) → E(N). We thus get an action of
H := (Z/NZ)2 ⋊ {±1} on E(N). Let ε : H → {±1} be the canonical projection.
Definition 5.3. For any Q[H ]-module M , we denote by Mε the ε-eigenspace of M , and we
denote by Πε :M →Mε the projector defined by
Πε(m) =
1
|H|
∑
h∈H
ε(h)h ·m (m ∈M).
Let UN = E(N) − E(N)[N ] be the complement of the N -torsion subgroup of E(N). It is
stable by H . The following theorem is due to Beilinson [1, Theorem 3.1.1].
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Theorem 5.5. (1) The group (Z/NZ)2 acts trivially on H2M(E(N),Q(2)). In particular
H2M(E(N),Q(2))
ε = H2M(E(N),Q(2))
−,
where (·)− denotes the subspace of anti-invariants under the elliptic involution.
(2) The restriction map from E(N) to UN induces an isomorphism
H2M(E(N),Q(2))
− ∼=−→ H2M(UN ,Q(2))ε.
Consider now the map given by the cup-product
α : O(UN)× ⊗O(UN)× → H2M(UN ,Q(2))
g0 ⊗ g1 7→ {ι∗g0, g1}.
By [15, Lemma 4.8], we have an exact sequence
0→ O(Y (N))× ⊗Q→ O(UN)× ⊗Q div−→ Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 → 0
where div is the divisor map, and Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 is the space of degree 0 divisors on (Z/NZ)2.
Let µ denote the product in the group algebra Q[(Z/NZ)2]. We have a diagram
(8)
O(UN)× ⊗O(UN )× ⊗Q H2M(UN ,Q(2))
⊗2
Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 Q[(Z/NZ)2]0.
α
div⊗div
µ
Lemma 5.6. The map Πε ◦ α factors through the surjective map div⊗ div.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any modular unit u ∈ O(Y (N))× and any g ∈ O(UN )×,
we have Πε({u, g}) = 0. Let us first average {u, g} over the translations: we get
1
N2
∑
a∈(Z/NZ)2
t∗a{u, g} =
1
N2
∑
a∈(Z/NZ)2
{u, t∗ag} =
1
N2
{u, h}
with h =
∏
a∈(Z/NZ)2 t
∗
ag. The function h has trivial divisor, so it must come from the base.
Now averaging over the group {±1}, we get {u, h} − ι∗{u, h} = {u, h} − {u, h} = 0. 
For any a ∈ (Z/NZ)2, let ta : UN → UN be the correponding translation. We endow
O(UN )× ⊗ O(UN)× with the action of H defined by a · (g0 ⊗ g1) = (t∗−ag0) ⊗ (t∗ag1) for any
a ∈ (Z/NZ)2, and (−1) · (g0 ⊗ g1) = −(g1 ⊗ g0). We also endow
⊗2
Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 with the
action of H defined by a · (d0 ⊗ d1) = ([a]d0)⊗ ([−a]d1) and (−1) · (d0 ⊗ d1) = −(d1 ⊗ d0).
Finally, we endow Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 with the trivial action of (Z/NZ)2 and the action of (−1)
given by − id. In this way the diagram (8) becomes H-equivariant.
Lemma 5.7. The map µ induces an isomorphism(⊗2
Q[(Z/NZ)2]0
)ε ∼= Q[(Z/NZ)2]0.
Proof. Let I = Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 denote the augmentation ideal of Q[(Z/NZ)2]. Note that with
our definition Iε = I, so that we have a map µ : (I ⊗ I)ε → I. We shall now construct an
inverse of µ. Consider the divisor d0 = N
2[0]−∑u∈(Z/NZ)2 [u] ∈ I, and define θ : I → (I⊗I)ε
by θ(d) = Πε(d⊗ d0). A simple computation shows that µ ◦ θ(d) = dd0 = N2d.
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Now let x =
∑
i di ⊗ d′i ∈ (I ⊗ I)ε. We have
θ ◦ µ(x) =
∑
i
θ(did
′
i) =
∑
i
Πε((did
′
i)⊗ d0).
We claim that for any divisors d, d′, d′′ on (Z/NZ)2, we have
(9) Πε((dd
′)⊗ d′′) = Πε(d⊗ (d′d′′)),
where we have extended the action of H to
⊗2
Q[(Z/NZ)2] in the natural way. Indeed,
formula (9) is trilinear with respect to d, d′, d′′, and it suffices to check it in the case d = [u],
d′ = [u′] and d′′ = [u′′], where it is obvious. It follows that
θ ◦ µ(x) =
∑
i
Πε(di ⊗ (d′id0)) = N2
∑
i
Πε(di ⊗ d′i) = N2x.
This shows that (1/N2)θ is an inverse of µ. 
By considering the ε-eigenspaces in the diagram (8) and using Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, we
get a unique map E1M : Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 → H2M(E(N),Q(2))− making the following diagram
commute
(10)
O(UN)× ⊗O(UN )× ⊗Q H2M(E(N),Q(2))−
⊗2
Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 Q[(Z/NZ)2]0.
Πε◦α
div⊗div
1
N2
·µ
E1
M
Note that we choose the bottom map to be (1/N2) ·µ so that E1M coincides with the map E1P
from [24]. To pass from E1M to the Eisenstein map E1M, we use the horospherical map λ1.
Theorem 5.8. [1, 24]
(1) The horospherical map λ1 : Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 → V −N is surjective.
(2) The map E1M factors through λ1.
(3) We have
Res1M ◦ E1M = ±
N3
3
λ1.
Remark. Part (1) is proved in [24, 7.5], and part (2) follows from [24, Theorem 7.4]. Note
that there is a typo in [24, 2.6]: the formula at the top of p. 310 should read B˜k(ζ) :=
Nk−1Bˆk,N(ζ). Consequently, the constant in [24, Proposition 3.2] should be N/3 instead of
1/(3N), the constant in [24, Corollary 3.3] should be N3/3 instead of N/3, and the constant
CnP,N at the end of [24, §4] should be CnP,N = ±N2n+1(n+ 1)/(n+ 2)!.
By Theorem 5.8(2), there is a commutative diagram
Q[(Z/NZ)2]0 H2M(E(N),Q(2))
−
V −N
E1
M
λ1 E
1
M
and by Theorem 5.8(3), the map E1M := ±(3/N3) · E
1
M is a right inverse of Res
1
M. Using
Definition 5.2, we get the following expression of E1M in terms of the Eisenstein symbol.
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Corollary 5.9. We have
E1M([u]− [0]) = ±
N3
3
· Eis1(u) (u ∈ (Z/NZ)2).
5.4. Expressing {X, Y } in terms of Eisenstein symbols.
Lemma 5.10. The Milnor symbol {X, Y } defines an element of H2M(E1(8),Q(2))−.
Proof. Let t2A denote the translation by 2A on E1(8). By [5, Proof of Corollary 7.1], we have
t∗2A(X) = Y and t
∗
2A(Y ) = 1/X , so that t
∗
2A{X, Y } = {Y, 1/X} = {X, Y }. We check that
the tame symbols of {X, Y } at the sections 0 and A are equal to 1. It follows that {X, Y }
extends to an element of H2M(E1(8),Q(2)). Since ι
∗{X, Y } = {Y,X} = −{X, Y }, we have
{X, Y } ∈ H2M(E1(8),Q(2))−. 
We denote by p˜i the canonical projection map E(8)→ E1(8).
Lemma 5.11. We have
div(p˜i∗X) = −(0, 0)− (0, 2) + (0, 4) + (0, 6)
div(p˜i∗Y ) = −(0, 0) + (0, 2) + (0, 4)− (0, 6).
Proof. By [5, §7.4], the horizontal divisors of X and Y on E1(8) are given by
div(X) = −(0)− (2A) + (4A) + (6A)
div(Y ) = −(0) + (2A) + (4A)− (6A).
Note that the universal elliptic curve E(8) over Y (8) is canonically isomorphic to the base
change E1(8)×Y1(8) Y (8). The base change of the section kA : Y1(8)→ E1(8) is the section
(0, k) : Y (8)→ E(8), and the pull-back of the divisor [kA] by p˜i is simply the divisor [(0, k)].
The lemma follows. 
Proposition 5.12. We have p˜i∗{X, Y } = ±(64/3) · Eis1(0, 2).
Proof. By Theorem 5.5(1) and Lemma 5.10, the element p˜i∗{X, Y } lies in the ε-eigenspace.
Thus
p˜i∗{X, Y } = Πε(p˜i∗{X, Y }) = Πε ◦ α((ι∗p˜i∗X)⊗ (p˜i∗Y )) = Πε ◦ α(p˜i∗Y ⊗ p˜i∗Y ).
The divisor of p˜i∗Y is given by Lemma 5.11, and an explicit computation shows that
µ(div(p˜i∗Y )⊗ div(p˜i∗Y )) = −4(0, 2) + 4(0, 6).
Using diagram (10), we see that p˜i∗{X, Y } = (1/64) · E1M(−4(0, 2)+4(0, 6)). Using Corollary
5.9, we get p˜i∗{X, Y } = ±(32/3) · (Eis1(0, 2)−Eis1(0, 6)). Since Eis1(0, 6) = −Eis1(0, 2), the
proposition follows. 
6. Deligne–Beilinson cohomology
In this section, we briefly recall some facts on Deligne–Beilinson cohomology following
Deninger [13, §1]. This provides a convenient setting for the various differential forms that
appear in the next sections.
Let X be a smooth variety over C. For any i ≥ 1, the Deligne–Beilinson cohomology group
H iD(X,R(i)) is defined by
H iD(X,R(i)) = {φ ∈ Ai−1(X,R(i− 1))|dφ = pii−1(ω), ω ∈ F i(X)}/dAi−2(X,R(i− 1)),
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where Ai(X,R(j)) are the smooth i-forms on X with values in R(j) = (2pii)jR, F i(X) is
the space of holomorphic i-forms on X with at most logarithmic singularities at infinity, and
pin(α) =
1
2
(α + (−1)nα).
Note that the map φ 7→ ω induces a well-defined linear map H iD(X,R(i))→ F i(X).
As an example, for any invertible function f in O(X)×, the function log |f | defines an element
of H1D(X,R(1)), and the associated holomorphic 1-form is dlog f .
There is a cup product on the Deligne–Beilinson cohomology groups
∪ : H iD(X,R(i))×HjD(X,R(j))→ H i+jD (X,R(i+ j))
that is defined as follows. For α = i, j consider a class [φα] ∈ HαD(X,R(α)) represented by
φα ∈ Aα−1(X,R(α− 1)) with d(φα) = piα−1(ωα) for ωα ∈ F α(X). Then the cup product
φi ∪ φj = φi ∧ pijωj + (−1)ipiiωi ∧ φj
is in Ai+j−1(X,R(i+ j − 1)) and satisfies
d(φi ∪ φj) = pii+j−1(ωi ∧ ωj).
The cup product of the classes [φi] and [φj] is given by
[φi] ∪ [φj] = [φi ∪ φj] ∈ H i+jD (X,R(i+ j)).
Let us now turn to the Beilinson regulator. Beilinson defined a Q-linear map
reg : H iM(X,Q(i))→ H iD(X,R(i))
where H iM(·,Q(i)) denotes motivic cohomology. In the simplest case i = 1, we have
H1M(X,Q(1))
∼= O(X)× ⊗ Q, and the image of an invertible function f ∈ O(X)× under
the Beilinson regulator is simply the class of log |f |. Since the Beilinson regulator map is
compatible with taking cup products, this determines the regulator of an arbitrary Milnor
symbol {f1, . . . , fi} = f1 ∪ . . . ∪ fi in H iM(X,Q(i)).
7. Integrating Eisenstein symbols over Shokurov cycles
In this section we study integrals of Eisenstein symbols over Shokurov cycles. Since Eisenstein
symbols have logarithmic singularities at the cusps, the integral over a Shokurov cycle does
not always converge. One way to circumvent this problem is to regularise the integrals as in
[12]. Here we give a criterion for when the integrals are absolutely convergent. This criterion
will always be satisfied in our applications.
We first discuss realisations of Eisenstein symbols. Consider the Eisenstein symbol Eisn(u),
where n ≥ 0 and u ∈ (Z/NZ)2. In the case n ≥ 1, Deninger defined in [14, §3] a canonical
representative EisnD(u) of the Beilinson regulator of Eis
n(u). It is a R(n)-valued n-form on
E(N)n(C) satisfying dEisnD(u) = pin(Eis
n
hol(u)) where Eis
n
hol(u) is a holomorphic Eisenstein
series of weight n + 2 for the group Γ(N). Note that EisnD(u) is a real analytic Eisenstein
series [12, Prop. 5.4].
We extend the definition of EisnD(u) and Eis
n
hol(u) to the case n = 0 by setting Eis
0
D(u) =
(2/N) log |gu| and Eis0hol(u) = (2/N) dlog(gu) for every u 6= (0, 0). We can check that these
definitions are consistent with [12] by applying the logarithm to the q-product expression for
Siegel units. In particular, this argument shows that the Fourier expansions of Eis0D(u) and
Eis0hol(u) are indeed given by the formulas in [12, §8]. (Note that in the case n = 0, the series
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appearing in [12, Prop. 5.4] does not converge absolutely, and making sense of it requires
Hecke summation.)
We now give the transformation property of Eisenstein symbols with respect to the group
GL2(Z/NZ).
Lemma 7.1. For any g ∈ GL2(Z/NZ), we have
g∗EisnD(u) = Eis
n
D(ug),
g∗Eisnhol(u) = Eis
n
hol(ug).
Proof. In the case n ≥ 1, this is a direct consequence of Deninger’s definition, while in the
case n = 0 this follows from the transformation property of Siegel units given in §5.1. 
Definition 7.1. Let p : E(N) → Y (N) be the projection map. Let u, v ∈ (Z/NZ)2, with
u 6= (0, 0). We define the Deninger–Scholl element Eis0,1(u, v) := (p∗Eis0(u)) ∪ Eis1(v) ∈
H3M(E(N),Q(3)).
In [12, §6], we defined a canonical differential 2-form Eis0,1D (u, v) on E(N)(C) representing
the regulator of Eis0,1(u, v). We split Eis0,1D (u, v) into a sum η
1
u,v + η
2
u,v, where
η1u,v = p
∗Eis0D(u) · pi2(Eis1hol(v)),(11)
η2u,v = −p∗pi1(Eis0hol(u)) ∧ Eis1D(v).(12)
It is convenient to extend the definition of Eisenstein symbols linearly as follows. For φ ∈
C[(Z/NZ)2 × (Z/NZ)2] such that φ((0, 0), v) = 0 for all v ∈ (Z/NZ)2, we define
Eis0,1D (φ) =
∑
u,v∈(Z/NZ)2
φ(u, v)Eis0,1D (u, v).
We define η1φ and η
2
φ analogously.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.2. For any g ∈ GL2(Z/NZ)
g∗Eis0,1D (u, v) = Eis
0,1
D (ug, vg),
g∗Eis0,1hol(u, v) = Eis
0,1
hol(ug, vg).
Introducing a right GL2(Z/NZ)-action on C[(Z/NZ)
2 × (Z/NZ)2] by setting φ|g(u, v) =
φ(ug−1, vg−1), Lemma 7.2 can be rephrased as g∗Eis0,1D (φ) = Eis
0,1
D (φ|g).
Proposition 7.3. (1) For all integers m,n ∈ Z the integral ∫
(mX+nY ){0,∞}
η2u,v converges
absolutely.
(2) If φ ∈ C[(Z/NZ)2 × (Z/NZ)2] satisfies
(13)
∑
u,v∈(Z/NZ)2
φ(u, v)B2({u1/N})B3({v1/N}) = 0
and
(14)
∑
u,v∈(Z/NZ)2
u1=0
φ(u, v) log |1− ζu2N |B3({v1/N}) = 0,
then
∫
X{0,∞}
η1φ converges absolutely.
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(3) If φ|σ satisfies conditions (13) and (14), then ∫
Y {0,∞}
η1φ converges absolutely.
Proof. We start with item (2). The strategy is to first compute the integral of Eis0,1D (u, v)
along the fibres of the fibration pQ : Q{0,∞} → {0,∞}. Using [12, Prop. 8.1], we get
(15)
∫
pX
η1u,v = Eis
0
D(u) · −
6pi2
N
(
F
(3)
−v (τ)τdτ + F
(3)
−v (τ)τdτ
)
,
so we need to show that the integral
(16)
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
u,v∈(Z/NZ)2
φ(u, v)Eis0D(u) ·
(
F
(3)
−v (iy) + F
(3)
−v (iy)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ydy
converges. The Fourier expansion of Eis0D(u) can be deduced from [11, Lemma 16]:
Eis0D(u) =
2
N
log |gu| = 2
N
Re
(
piiB2({ a
N
})τ + δ0(a) log(1− ζbN) +
∑
n≥1
cnq
n/N
)
.
In particular Eis0D(u) grows at most polynomially for y → ∞. The Fourier expansion of
F
(3)
−v (τ) is given in [12, Lemme 3.3]. It has the constant term −B3({−v1/N})3 , so the conditions
on φ are equivalent to the assumption that the integrand in (16) decays exponentially for
y → ∞. Using loc. cit. we can also determine the Fourier expansion of WNF (3)−v (τ) =
−iN3/2τ−3F (3)−v (−1/(Nτ)). It has constant term −iN3/2ζ(−v2/N,−2), which implies that
F
(3)
−v (iy) + F
(3)
−v (iy) decays exponentially for y → 0. The rest of the integrand can in fact be
bounded for y → 0, so this concludes the proof that (16) is absolutely convergent. The third
statement in the proposition follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 7.2.
To show the absolute convergence of
∫
Q{0,∞}
η2u,v we calculate
(17)
∫
pQ
η2u,v = −pi1(Eis0hol(u))
3
2piiN
iy
(
F 0,1σv (τ)(mτ + n) + F
1,0
σv (τ)(mτ + n)
)
where
pi1Eis
0
hol(u) = −
2ipi
N
(F
(2)
−u (τ)dτ + F
(2)
−u (τ)dτ).
Restricted to {0,∞} the differential form pi1Eis0hol(u) becomes 2πN (F (2)−u (iy)−F (2)−u (iy))dy and
similar calculations as before show that F
(2)
−u (iy)− F (2)−u (iy) decays exponentially for y →∞
and y → 0. 
Even if absolute convergence is given, some further care is needed when integrating Eisenstein
symbols: contrary to what [11, Remark 2] and [12, Remarque 1.2(iii)] suggest, it is not true
in general that if ω is a closed differential 2-form on E(N)(C) and α, β, γ are cusps, then∫
P{α,β}
ω +
∫
P{β,γ}
ω =
∫
P{α,γ}
ω. The reason is that ω may have non trivial residues at the
cusps. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 7.2. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer, and let ω be a closed differential n-form on
E(N)n−1(C). We say that ω has trivial residues at the cusps if for every g ∈ GL2(Z/NZ),
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every Q ∈ Z[X, Y ]n−1 and every α ∈ R, we have∫
Q{iy,α+iy}
g∗ω −−−→
y→∞
0.
Example 7.1. In the case n = 1, let u, v be modular units on Y (N)(C) such that the
Milnor symbol {u, v} has trivial tame symbols at all cusps. Then the 1-form η(u, v) =
log |u|darg(v)− log |v|darg(u) has trivial residues at the cusps.
Remark. In general, let us consider the differential form ω = Eisk1,k2D (u, v) from [12, §6]. The
property of ω having trivial residues at the cusps is probably related to the motivic element
Eisk1,k2(u, v) extending to Deligne’s smooth compactification of E(N)k1+k2 , but we will not
need this property in this article.
Proposition 7.4. Let u = (a, b) ∈ (Z/NZ)2, u 6= (0, 0), and v = (c, d) ∈ (Z/NZ)2. We
have
lim
y→∞
∫
X{iy,α+iy}
Eis0,1D (u, v) =−
4pi2
N2
δ0(a) log |1− ζbN |B3({c/N})α2(18)
+
3pii
N2
B2({a/N})δ0(c)
(
ζˆ(−d/N, 2)− ζˆ(d/N, 2)
)
α
lim
y→∞
∫
Y {iy,α+iy}
Eis0,1D (u, v) =−
8pi2
N2
δ0(a) log |1− ζbN |B3({c/N})α.(19)
Proof. Again we first compute the integral of Eis0,1D (u, v) along the fibres of the fibration
pQ,α : Q{iy, α + iy} → {iy, α + iy}. We start from equation (15) with pX replaced by pX,α
and integrate from τ = iy to τ = α + iy. Since every term involving qn/N = exp(2piinτ/N)
with n ≥ 1 will vanish when taking the limit as y →∞ this gives
(20)
∫
X{iy,α+iy}
η1u,v = −
8pi2
N2
B3({ c
N
})
(
−piB2({ a
N
})y + δ0(a) log |1− ζbN |
) α2
2
+ oy→∞(1).
The integral of η2u,v can be computed similarly, using the Fourier expansions [12, Lemme 3.3,
Prop. 8.1] and [12, (20), Prop. 8.4]. We get∫
X{iy,α+iy}
η2u,v =
3
2N2
B2({ a
N
})
(
−8pi
3
3
B3({ c
N
})yα2(21)
+2piiδ0(c)
(
ζˆ(− d
N
, 2)− ζˆ( d
N
, 2)
)
α
)
+ oy→∞(1).
Adding (20) and (21), the terms in y cancel out, giving (18). The identity (19) follows from
a similar computation. 
Corollary 7.5. Let b, b′, d ∈ Z/NZ such that d is a multiple of both b and b′. Suppose
furthermore that b ≡ ±b′ mod gcd(d,N). Then the form
Eis0,1D ((0, b), (0, d))− Eis0,1D ((0, b′), (0, d))
has trivial residues at the cusps.
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Proof. Let ( x yw z ) ∈ GL2(Z/NZ). We need to show that the two limits calculated in Propo-
sition 7.4 vanish for the form Eis0,1D ((bw, bz), (dw, dz))− Eis0,1D ((b′w, b′z), (dw, dz)). If either
bw or b′w is zero, then dw is zero since d is a multiple of b and b′. This implies that the
limit (19) vanishes and only the second term of (18) remains. If this term is non-zero, then
we must have dw = 0, so N
gcd(d,N)
|w. By our assumptions this implies bw ≡ ±b′w modN
and so B2({bw/N}) = B2({b′w/N}) and the contributions of Eis0,1D ((bw, bz), (dw, dz)) and
Eis0,1D ((b
′w, b′z), (dw, dz)) to (18) cancel each other. 
8. Calculation
We first express the Mahler measure of P = X + 1
X
+ Y + 1
Y
+ Z + 1
Z
− 2 as the integral of
a closed differential form on E1(8)(C).
By Lemma 3.1, we may and will identify the Deninger cycle D′P = DP\{(−1,−1, 3+ 2
√
2)}
with a cycle on E1(8)(C).
Note that for every b ∈ Z/NZ, b 6= 0, and every d ∈ Z/NZ, the 2-form Eis0,1D ((0, b), (0, d))
descends to a form on E1(N)(C).
Lemma 8.1. We have
m(P ) = ± 1
(2pii)2
∫
D′P
η1
where η1 is the closed 2-form on E1(8)(C) defined by
η1 =
29
3
(
Eis0,1D ((0, 3), (0, 2))− Eis0,1D ((0, 1), (0, 2))
)
.
Proof. Since P ∗ = 1, Jensen’s formula (2) gives
m(P ) =
1
(2pii)2
∫
D′P
log |Z| dX
X
∧ dY
Y
.
Since m(P ) is real, we may write
m(P ) =
1
(2pii)2
∫
D′P
log |Z| pi2
(
dX
X
∧ dY
Y
)
.
Let Ω2(E1(8)(C)) be the space of holomorphic 2-forms on E1(8)(C). There is a well-defined
map
H2D(E1(8)(C),R(2))→ Ω2(E1(8)(C))
sending the class of a 1-form φ to the unique holomorphic form ω such that dφ = pi1(ω).
By Proposition 5.12, we have {X, Y } = ±(64/3)Eis1(0, 2) in H2M(E1(8),Q(2)). Taking
regulators and applying the above map, we see that
dX
X
∧ dY
Y
= ±64
3
Eis1hol(0, 2).
Since Z takes positive real values on D, the form pi1(dZ/Z) = i darg(Z) vanishes on D
′
P . We
thus have
m(P ) =
1
(2pii)2
∫
D′P
log |Z|pi2
(
±64
3
Eis1hol(0, 2)
)
− pi1
(
dZ
Z
)
∧ ±64
3
Eis1D(0, 2).
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It remains to express log |Z| and dZ/Z in terms of Eisenstein symbols using Propositions 5.3
and 5.4. Letting p1 : E1(8)→ Y1(8), we have
log |Z| = p∗1
(
8(Eis0D(0, 3)− Eis0D(0, 1))
)
dZ
Z
= p∗1
(
8(Eis0hol(0, 3)− Eis0hol(0, 1))
)
The result now follows from the definition of Eis0,1D (see (11) and (12)). 
We now express the Mahler measure of P as an integral over a suitable Shokurov cycle.
Lemma 8.2. The map τ 7→ Z(τ) induces a diffeomorphism {1/2,∞} ∼=−→ (1, 3 + 2√2).
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, we have Z(1/2 + it) ∈ R for every t > 0. By Propositions
5.1 and 5.2 we can evaluate Z at any cusp. We find Z(i∞) = 3 + 2√2 and Z(1/2) =
limt→∞(g6,3(it)/g2,1(it))
2 = 1. A more detailed analysis will show that Z is monotonly
increasing on the path t 7→ 1/2 + it.
Note that Z is an Hauptmodul for Γ1(8) and is defined over R, so that Z identifies the real
points Y1(8)(R) with an open subset of R. It therefore suffices to show that the canonical map
{1/2,∞} → Y1(8)(R) is injective. This follows from the work of Snowden on real components
of modular curves [28]. We use [28, Lemma 3.3.4] for the modular curve Γ1(8)\H endowed
with the complex conjugation c(τ) = −τ . The matrix γ = ( 1 −10 1 ) ∈ Γ1(8) is admissible and
Coγ = {τ ∈ H : c(τ) = γτ} = {1/2,∞}. Since Γ1(8) acts freely on H, there are no elliptic
points on Γ1(8)\H and the only element of Γ1(8) leaving Coγ invariant is the identity. We
may thus take F = {1/2,∞} in loc. cit., giving the desired result. 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 8.2, the Deninger cycle D′P is endowed with a fibration q : D
′
P →
{1/2,∞}. Note that for every τ ∈ {1/2,∞}, the fibre q−1(τ) can be identified with a closed
1-cycle on the elliptic curve Eτ ∼= C/(Z+ τZ). Since τ ∈ {1/2,∞}, the elliptic curve Eτ is
defined over R.
Lemma 8.3. For every τ ∈ {1/2,∞}, the class of q−1(τ) generates H1(Eτ ,Z)+.
Proof. The complex conjugation c(X, Y, Z) = (X, Y , Z) on E1(8)(C) leaves D
′
P stable and
preserves its orientation. Since c fixes pointwise the cycle {1/2,∞} on Y1(8)(C), we deduce
that c leaves q−1(τ) stable and preserves its orientation. Thus the class of q−1(τ) belongs to
H1(Eτ ,Z)
+.
Let γ+τ : [0, 1] → Eτ denote the canonical generator of H1(Eτ ,Z)+, defined by γ+τ (t) = [t].
Since the fibre q−1(τ) varies continuously with τ , we must have [q−1(τ)] = m[γ+τ ] for some
integer m not depending on τ .
In order to determine m, we introduce for every τ ∈ {1/2,∞} the holomorphic form ωτ on
Eτ defined by
ωτ =
dU
2V + (Z(τ) + 1
Z(τ)
− 2)U
Using the function ellpointtoz of Pari/GP or integrating ωτ numerically, we check that
for τ0 = 1/2 + i, we have ∫
q−1(τ0)
ωτ0 ≈
∫
γ+τ0
ωτ0.
Since we know a priori that m is an integer, we deduce that m = 1. 
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In view of Lemma 8.3, we are naturally led to search for a Shokurov cycle on E1(8)(C)
sharing the same properties with D′P . By definition, the Shokurov cycle Y {1/2,∞}1 does
the job: it is endowed with a fibration over {1/2,∞} and its fibre over τ is equal to γ+τ .
Proposition 8.4. We have ∫
D′P
η1 =
∫
Y {1/2,∞}1
η1.
Proof. By integrating over the fibres of q : D′P → {1/2,∞}, we get∫
D′P
η1 =
∫ ∞
1/2
∫
q
η1.
Similarly, using the fibration pY : Y {1/2,∞}1 → {1/2,∞} we have∫
Y {1/2,∞}1
η1 =
∫ ∞
1/2
∫
pY
η1.
By Lemma 8.3, the fibres q−1(τ) and p−1Y (τ) are homologous, hence
∫
q
η1 =
∫
pY
η1. 
Pulling back η1 to E(8)(C), we define
η = p˜i∗η1 =
29
3
(
Eis0,1D ((0, 3), (0, 2))− Eis0,1D ((0, 1), (0, 2))
)
.
Using Lemma 4.1, we get
(22) m(P ) = ± 1
(2pii)2
∫
Y {1/2,∞}
η.
In order to proceed further, we decompose the modular symbol Y {1/2,∞} as a sum of
Manin symbols of the form g∗(X{0,∞}) with g ∈ GL2(Z/8Z). We have
Y
{
1
2
,∞
}
= Y
{
1
2
, 0
}
+ Y {0,∞}
=
(
0 −1
1 −2
)
· (X − 2Y ){0,∞}−
(
0 −1
1 0
)
·X{0,∞}
=
(
0 −1
1 −2
)
·X{0,∞}+ 2
(−1 0
−2 −1
)
·X{0,∞}−
(
0 −1
1 0
)
·X{0,∞}.(23)
At this point we face two problems. Firstly, the integrals of η over the Shokurov cycles
Y {1/2, 0} and Y {0,∞} do not converge absolutely. Secondly, we must prove that the integral
of η over a sum of modular symbols is equal to the sum of the integrals of η over these modular
symbols (whenever these integrals are convergent).
In order to overcome these issues, we consider the hyperbolic ideal triangle with vertices 0,
1/2 and ∞, and we truncate it by cutting along horocycles centered at these cusps. We get
the hexagon shown below.
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0 1/2
B A′
B′
C C ′
A
Since η is closed, Stokes’ theorem on the domain AA′BB′CC ′ implies(∫
Y {A,A′}
+
∫
Y {A′,B}
+
∫
Y {B,B′}
+
∫
Y {B′,C}
+
∫
Y {C,C′}
+
∫
Y {C′,A}
)
η = 0.
By Corollary 7.5, the 2-form η has trivial residues at the cusps. It follows that when
A,A′, B, B′, C, C ′ approach the cusps, we have
lim
∫
Y {A′,B}
η = lim
∫
Y {B′,C}
η = lim
∫
Y {C′,A}
η = 0,
so ∫
Y {1/2,∞}
η = lim
(∫
Y {C′,C}
η +
∫
Y {B′,B}
η
)
.
We now apply suitable matrices of SL2(Z) in order to reduce to integrals over the domain
X{0,∞} as in (23). Using Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, we get
(24)
∫
Y {1/2,∞}
η = lim
y→∞
∫
X{i/y,iy}
η′
with
η′ =
(
0 −1
1 −2
)∗
η + 2
(−1 0
−2 −1
)∗
η −
(
0 −1
1 0
)∗
η.
Note that we used the fact that∫
Y {i/y,iy}
ω = −
∫
σ∗(X{i/y,iy})
ω = −
∫
X{i/y,iy}
σ∗ω
for a closed 2-form ω on E(8)(C).
Using Corollary 7.2, we have
η′ =
29
3
Eis0,1D (φ)
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with
φ = [(3, 2), (2, 4)]−[(1, 6), (2, 4)]+2[(2, 5), (4, 6)]−2[(6, 7), (4, 6)]−[(3, 0), (2, 0)]+[(1, 0), (2, 0)].
By Proposition 7.3 the integral of Eis0,1D (φ) over X{0,∞} converges absolutely.
We finally may apply the main result of [12]. More precisely, we use [12, Thm 1.1] for the
terms [(a, b), (c, d)] with d 6= 0, and we use [12, Thm 9.5] for the term −[(3, 0), (2, 0)] +
[(1, 0), (2, 0)]. We restate the two theorems in our situation. Recall the Eisenstein series
G
(k)
a,b = a0(G
(k)
a,b) +
∑
m,n≥1
m≡a,n≡b(N)
mk−1qmn + (−1)k
∑
m,n≥1
m≡−a,n≡−b(N)
mk−1qmn.
The constant term a0(G
(k)
a,b) is given in [12, Def. 3.5]. They are modular forms of weight k
with respect to Γ1(N
2), except in the case k = 2 and a = 0. However in this case, for any
b′ ∈ Z/NZ, the function G(2)0,b −G(2)0,b′ is a modular form with respect to Γ1(N2).
Theorem 8.5 (Theorem 1.1 of [12] for k1 = 0 and k2 = 1). Let N ≥ 3 and u = (a, b), v =
(c, d) ∈ (Z/NZ)2 with u 6= (0, 0). If d 6= 0, then
(25)
∫ ∗
X{0,∞}
Eis0,1D (u, v) =
3
N3
(2pi)2Λ∗(G
(2)
d,aG
(1)
b,−c −G(2)d,−aG(1)b,c , 0).
where Λ∗(·, 0) denotes the regularized value at s = 0 [12, Def. 3.13].
In the case d = 0, Theorem 8.5 also holds provided one replaces u by a formal linear
combination
∑
i λi(ai, b) satisfying
∑
i λi = 0, taking the appropriate linear combination of
Eisenstein series in the right hand side of (25), see [12, Thm 9.5].
Using Theorem 8.5, we get
(26)
∫
X{0,∞}
η′ =
29
3
∫
X{0,∞}
Eis0,1D (φ) =
29
3
∫ ∗
X{0,∞}
Eis0,1D (φ) =
29
3
· 3 · (2pi)
2
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Λ∗(F, 0)
with
F = G
(2)
4,3G
(1)
2,−2 −G(2)4,−3G(1)2,2 −G(2)4,1G(1)6,−2 +G(2)4,−1G(1)6,2 + 2G(2)6,2G(1)5,−4 − 2G(2)6,−2G(1)5,4
− 2G(2)6,6G(1)7,−4 + 2G(2)6,−6G(1)7,4 − (G(2)0,3 −G(2)0,1)G(1)0,−2 + (G(2)0,−3 −G(2)0,−1)G(1)0,2.
We know in advance that F (τ/8) belongs to M3(Γ1(8)) by [12, Remarque 1.2(iv)], and a
computation reveals that F (τ/8) = −4f(τ), where
f(τ) = q − 2q2 − 2q3 + 4q4 + 4q6 − 8q8 − 5q9 + 14q11 +O(q12)
is the unique newform of weight 3 and level Γ1(8). We have
Λ∗64(F, 0) = −4Λ8(f, 0) = −4Λ8(W8f, 3).
Lemma 8.6. We have W8f = f .
Proof. Since S3(Γ1(8)) is 1-dimensional, we have W8f = εf with ε ∈ {±1}. Evaluating
numerically f and W8f at τ = i/
√
8, we get ε = 1. 
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It follows that
(27) Λ∗(F, 0) = −4Λ(f, 3).
Putting (22), (24), (26) and (27) together, we obtain
m(P ) = ± 1
(2pii)2
(2pi)2 · −4Λ(f, 3) = ±4Λ(f, 3).
Since m(P ) and Λ(f, 3) are positive real numbers, we conclude that m(P ) = 4Λ(f, 3).
9. Other examples
In this section we compute several more Mahler measures of models of elliptic surfaces in
terms of L-values. Suppose we have an affine model of an elliptic modular surface E =
E(Γ) defined by a polynomial P (X, Y, Z) ∈ C[X, Y, Z] and an elliptic fibration given by
(X, Y, Z) 7→ Z. The method we developed relies on several properties of the fibration.
(1) The horizontal divisors of X and Y are supported in the torsion sections of E and the
Milnor symbol {X, Y }, a priori defined on the complement of the torsion sections,
extends to an element of H2M(E,Q(2)) = K
(2)
2 (E).
(2) The function Z is the pull-back of a modular unit on the modular curve X(Γ).
(3) The function Z takes real values on the Deninger cycle DP = {(X, Y, Z) ∈ V (P ) :
|X| = |Y | = 1, |Z| > 1} and DP is fibred over an interval (a, b) ⊂ R where a and b
are cusps of X(Γ).
Remark. More generally, it seems that our method could also work when the parametrisation
φ : E(Γ) 99K V (P ) is a dominant map (not necessarily a birational isomorphism). In this
case, the relevant condition would be that the Deninger cycle DP is homologous to the
push-forward of a Shokurov cycle.
In order to find good candidate polynomials P , we proceed as follows. We look for functions
X, Y on the elliptic surface E whose divisors are supported in the torsion subgroup of E.
Given X and Y , we compute the tame symbols of {X, Y } along the torsion sections and
check whether there exist modular units u and v such that {uX, vY } extends to an element
of H2M(E,Q(2)) = K
(2)
2 (E). Once the functions X, Y are found, we compute the minimal
polynomial P of (X, Y, Z) and we try to adjust the modular unit Z such that the condition
(3) is satisfied. Note however that in some cases like the universal elliptic curve for Γ1(7),
the search for X, Y was unsuccessful.
Given the three conditions above we can follow the method described in the previous sections
and find that m(P )−m(P ∗) equals Λ(F, 0) for an explicit modular form F ∈ M3(Γ) with
rational Fourier coefficients. It is not always the case that F is a cusp form and in the
examples that follow we see that F can be an Eisenstein series or a combination of an
Eisenstein series and a cusp form. For that reason we briefly recall a standard basis for
the Eisenstein subspace of M3(Γ1(N)), i.e., the orthogonal complement of S3(Γ1(N)) with
respect to the Petersson inner product.
Definition 9.1. A basis for the Eisenstein subspace of M3(Γ1(N)) is given by
Eφ,ψ,t3 (τ) = δN1,1L(ψ,−2) + 2
∑
m,n≥1
φ(m)ψ(n)n2qmn
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for all primitive characters φ, ψ modulo N1, N2 such that φ(−1)ψ(−1) = −1 and all t ∈ N
such that N1N2t divides N . The completed L-function of E
φ,ψ,t
3 equals
Λ(Eφ,ψ,t3 , s) = 2t
−sN s/2(2pi)−sΓ(s)L(φ, s)L(ψ, s− 2).(28)
9.1. Another example for Γ1(8). We start with another example for the group Γ1(8).
Defining
x(U, V ) =
1
U
, y(U, V ) =
(Z − 1)2U
ZV
+ 1
we get a birational map from the surface defined by (3), i.e. V 2 +
(
Z + 1
Z
− 2)UV =
U(U − 1)2, to the surface V (Q), where
Q(x, y, Z) = (x− 1)2(y − 1)2 − (Z − 1)
4
Z2
xy.
Since V (P ) and V (Q) are birational, the surface V (Q) is a model for E1(8). The Deninger
cycle DQ = {(x, y, Z) ∈ V (Q) : |x| = |y| = 1, |Z| > 1} associated to Q is very similar to the
one we studied in the previous sections. In particular we have the same fibration as before.
Lemma 9.1. The map (x, y, Z) 7→ Z defines a fibration of DQ \ {(−1,−1, 3 + 2
√
2)} above
the interval (1, 3 + 2
√
2).
Proof. Let (x, y, Z) ∈ V (Q), so
(x− 1)2
x
(y − 1)2
y
=
(
(Z − 1)2
Z
)2
.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we can conclude that for x, y ∈ S1 and |Z| > 1 this implies
Z ∈ (1, 3 + 2√2]. 
The functions x and y on E1(8) have horizontal divisors
div(x) = 2(0)− 2(4A), div(y) = 2(2A)− 2(6A).
Note that the divisors of x and y are disjoint. This implies that the horizontal tame sym-
bols of {x, y} are trivial and thus {x, y} defines an element of H2M(E1(8),Q(2)). Since the
elliptic involution maps (x, y) to (x, 1/y), the symbol {x, y} belongs to H2M(E1(8),Q(2))−.
Furthermore
pi∗{x, y} = ±(128/3) · Eis1(0, 2) = 2pi∗{X, Y },
where pi is the projection from E(8) to E1(8). Using the fact that DQ, just as DP , is fibred
above (1, 3 + 2
√
2), we can follow the method from the last section and write
m(Q) = ± 1
(2pii)2
∫
Y {1/2,∞}
2η
where η is defined as in the previous section. Hence we get the following exotic relation
between m(P ) and m(Q).
Theorem 9.2. We have
m(Q) = 8Λ(f8, 3) = 2m(P ).
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9.2. The surface E(Γ1(4) ∩ Γ0(8)). According to Bertin-Lecacheux [5, 7.1], a model of
the elliptic modular surface E(Γ) associated to the group Γ = Γ1(4) ∩ Γ0(8) is given by
X + 1/X + Y + 1/Y = k and the elliptic fibration is given by (X, Y, k) 7→ k. The functions
X and Y are supported at the torsion sections of E(Γ) and the Milnor symbol {X, Y } extends
to E(Γ). The function k is a Hauptmodul for Γ and the values of k at the cusps are given by
{∞, 0, 4,−4}, so that k is a modular unit. However, the condition (3) is not satisfied: the
image of the Deninger cycle under k is given by [−4,−1) ∪ (1, 4] and the endpoints k = ±1
are not cusps. We thus look for another modular unit. Putting k = 4(t + 1), the cusps are
given by t ∈ {∞,−1, 0,−2} so that t is again a modular unit, and the image of the Deninger
cycle under t is given by the interval [−2,−1), which joins two cusps. We thus investigate
the Mahler measure of the polynomial
R(X, Y, t) = X +
1
X
+ Y +
1
Y
− 4t− 4.
In terms of the modular unit Z from the Γ1(8) case, we have k = −Z − 1/Z + 2 and thus
4t = −Z − 1/Z − 2. Using Proposition 5.2 we find the values of t at the cusps of Γ, which
are represented by τ = ∞, 0, 1/4, 1/2: t(∞) = −2, t(0) = ∞, t(1/4) = 0, t(1/2) = −1. The
divisor of t is thus (1/4)− (0) from which we find
4t = i · g
6
0,2g
2
0,4
g40,1g
4
0,3
= 24Eis0(0, 2) + 8Eis0(0, 4)− 16Eis0(0, 1)− 16Eis0(0, 3).
Letting pi be the canonical map E1(8)→ E(Γ), we have as in Proposition 5.12
pi∗{X, Y } = ±64
3
· Eis1(0, 2).
Jensen’s formula gives
m(R)− log 4 = 1
(2pii)2
∫
DR
log |t|dX
X
∧ dY
Y
.
The map (X, Y, t) 7→ (X, Y ) identifies DR with the subset of the torus T 2 defined by the
condition Re (X + Y ) < 0, hence∫
DR
dX
X
∧ dY
Y
=
1
2
∫
T 2
dX
X
∧ dY
Y
=
1
2
(2pii)2.
It follows that
m(R)− log 4 = 1
(2pii)2
∫
DR
log |4t|dX
X
∧ dY
Y
− 1
2
log 4.
As in Section 8, the Deninger cycleDR is homologous to Y {1/2,∞} and similar computations
give
m(R) = log 2 + Λ∗(4Eχ4,1,13 − 32Eχ4,1,23 , 0).
where χ4 is the nontrivial Dirichlet character of conductor 4. Using (28), we get
Λ(Eχ4,1,13 , 0) = Λ(E
χ4,1,2
3 , 0) = 2L(χ4, 0)ζ
′(−2) = −ζ(3)
4pi2
.
This gives the following theorem.
Theorem 9.3. We have
m(R) = log 2 +
7ζ(3)
pi2
.
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9.3. The surface E1(6). In contrast to E1(8), the surface E1(6) is not a K3 surface but a
rational surface. This is equivalent to the fact that S3(Γ1(6)) = {0}. We will show that the
Mahler measure of a suitable model of E1(6) is the L-value of an Eisenstein series for Γ1(6).
An affine model for the universal elliptic curve for Γ1(6) can be found in [30, Table 1] and
[6, §4]:
P6(x, y, s) = s− (x+ y + 1)
(
1
x
+
1
y
+ 1
)
= 0,
and the universal 6-torsion point is given by A = (−1, 0). The birational transformation
(x, y) =
(
2Y +X(s− 1)
2X(1−X) ,
−2Y +X(s− 1)
2X(1−X)
)
,
(X, Y ) =
(
x+ y − s+ 1
x+ y
,
(s− 1)(x− y)(x+ y − s+ 1
2(x+ y)2
)
puts V (P6) into Weierstrass form
Es : Y
2 = X3 +
(s− 3)2 − 12
4
X2 + sX
and (X(A), Y (A)) = (s, 1
2
(s2 − s)). The functions x and y have horizontal divisors
(29) div(x) = (0)− (2A)− (3A) + (5A), div(y) = (0) + (A)− (3A)− (4A).
We can follow the method in Section 3 to find a birational map from E1(6) to V (P6):
X =
℘τ (z)− ℘τ (1/2)
℘τ (1/3)− ℘τ (1/2) ,
Y =
(℘τ (z)− ℘τ (1/3))2(℘τ (z + 1/3)− ℘τ (z − 1/3))
2(℘τ (1/3)− ℘τ (1/6))(℘τ(1/3)− ℘τ (1/2))2 ,
s =
℘τ (1/6)− ℘τ (1/2)
℘τ (1/3)− ℘τ (1/2) = −ζ6
g0,2(τ)
4
g0,1(τ)4
.
The function s is a Hauptmodul for Γ1(6). From its expression as a quotient of Siegel units
we get
pi∗s = 12Eis0(−(0, 1) + (0, 2)).
where pi denotes the projection map from E(6) to E1(6). The values of s at the cusps of
Γ1(6) are s(0) =∞, s(1/2) = 1, s(1/3) = 0, and s(∞) = 9.
The elliptic involution on V (P6) maps (X, Y ) to (X,−Y ) and hence (x, y) to (y, x). Hence
we can proceed as in Proposition 6.10 and deduce
pi∗{x, y} = ±12Eis1((0, 1) + (0, 2))
Lemma 9.4. The fibration (x, y, s) 7→ s restricts to a fibration of Deninger cycle {(x, y, s) ∈
V (P6) : |x| = |y| = 1, |s| > 1} \ {(1, 1, 9)} above (1, 9).
Proof. For (x, y, s) ∈ V (P6) the assumption x, y ∈ S1 implies s = 1 + 2Re ((x + 1)(y + 1)),
so s ∈ (1, 9] and s = 9 is only attained at the excluded point (1, 1, 9). 
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The points s = 1 and s = 9 correspond to τ = 1
2
and τ = ∞. Hence as before we can
conclude that
m(P6) = ± 1
(2pii)2
∫
Y {1/2,∞}
122Eis0,1
(
((0, 1)− (0, 2))((0, 1) + (0, 2))).
The main theorem of [12] implies m(P6) =
1
72
Λ∗(−432Eχ3,13 +3456Eχ3,1,23 , 0) where χ3 is the
nontrivial Dirichlet character of conductor 3. Using (28):
Theorem 9.5. We have
m(P6) =
7ζ(3)
pi2
.
Remark. The value 7ζ(3)/(2pi2) appeared first as the Mahler measure of 1 +X + Y + Z, as
shown by Smyth, see [8]. It also appears in several Mahler measures of elliptic surfaces as
above, see [18]. For another example consider the Hesse pencil, the universal elliptic curve for
Γ(3). By a simple change of variables we get m(X3+Y 3+1+ZXY ) = m(1+X+Y +Z) =
7ζ(3)/(2pi2).
9.4. The surface E(2, 6). From the model of E1(6) we can construct a model for E(2, 6),
the universal elliptic curve for the group Γ(2, 6) = Γ1(6)∩Γ(2). We look for a base change of
E1(6) of the form s = f(t) such that Ef(t) acquires full 2-torsion over Q(t). This condition
is equivalent to the polynomial X2+ (s−3)
2−12
4
X + s being split over Q(t), which amounts to
say that
s4 − 12s3 + 30s2 − 28s+ 9
16
=
(s− 9)(s− 1)3
16
is a square in Q(t). We find that the base change s = f(t) = 2(t+ 1/t) + 5 does the job.
We will determine the Mahler measure of
P2,6(x, y, t) = P6(x, y, 2(t+ 1/t) + 5) = 2
(
t+
1
t
)
+ 5− (x+ y + 1)
(
1
x
+
1
y
+ 1
)
= 0.
By construction E ′t = Ef(t) is a Weierstrass equation for E2,6. The torsion subgroup of E
′
t is
generated by the points A1, A2 of orders 2, 6 respectively, given by
A1 =
(−2t− 1
t2
, 0
)
A2 =
(
2t2 + 5t+ 2
t
,
2t4 + 9t3 + 14t2 + 9t + 2
t2
)
.
Note that A2 is the pull-back of A under the base change map E(2, 6)→ E1(6). We choose
a modular parametrisation that is compatible with the one we chose for E1(6), so that A1
corresponds to z = τ/2 and A2 corresponds to z = 1/6. We find
t2 =
X(A1 + 3A2)−X(2A2)
X(A1)−X(2A2) =
℘τ (τ/2 + 1/2)− ℘τ (1/3)
℘τ (τ/2)− ℘τ (1/3) =
g23,1g
2
3,0
g23,3g
2
3,2
so that in O(Y (2, 6))× ⊗Q we have
t =
g3,0g3,1
g3,2g3,3
= 3Eis0((3, 0) + (3, 1)− (3, 2)− (3, 3)).
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Notice that knowing t2 and s is enough to determine t = 2(t2 + 1)/(s − 5). In particular
we may compute numerically t(τ) without any sign ambiguity. A set of representatives of
the cusps of Γ1(6) ∩ Γ(2) is given by ∞, 0, 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 2/3. Under t these are mapped
respectively to 1, 0, ∞, −1, −1/2, −2. Also we have t(1/2) = −1.
Lemma 9.6. Let D2,6 be the Deninger cycle associated to P2,6. The map (x, y, t) 7→ t
endows D2,6 with a fibration over the interval [−2,−1).
Proof. From the equation P2,6(x, y, t) = 0 we deduce f(t) ∈ [0, 9] and thus t+1/t ∈ [−5/2, 2].
Together with |t| > 1 this implies that t is real and t ∈ [−2,−1). 
This shows that D2,6 is fibred over the modular symbol {1/2, 2/3}. Proceeding an in the
previous cases, we find that D2,6 is homologous to Y {1/2, 2/3}.
The horizontal divisors of x, y viewed as rational functions on E ′t can be obtained from (29)
by replacing (kA) with its pullback (kA2):
div(x) = (0)− (2A2)− (3A2) + (5A2), div(y) = (0) + (A2)− (3A2)− (4A2).
As in the case of E1(6), the Eisenstein symbol on E(6) corresponding to pi
∗{x, y} is
pi∗{x, y} = ±12Eis1((0, 1) + (0, 2)).
Since P ∗2,6 = 2, the difference m(P )− log 2 is the integral over Y {1/2, 2/3} of the symbol
η = ±36Eis0,1((3, 0) + (3, 1)− (3, 2)− (3, 3), (0, 1) + (0, 2)).
Notice that {1/2, 2/3} = {g0, g∞} with g =
(
2 1
3 2
)
∈ SL2(Z). So this is also the integral
over X{0,∞} of
η′ = 3g∗η − 2(gσ)∗η.
At this point we conclude as before with the main theorem of [12],
m(P )− log(2) = −Λ
(
1
4
E − 3
2
f12, 0
)
,
where f12 = q− 3q3+2q7+O(q9) is the unique newform in S3(Γ1(12)) with rational Fourier
coefficients and E = E1,χ33 + 7E
1,χ3,2
3 − 8E1,χ3,43 . It remains to find Λ(E, 0) which, by (28),
equals
2L(χ3,−2)ζ(0) lim
s→0
Γ(s)(1 + 7 · 2−s − 8 · 4−s) = 2 log(2).
In summary:
Theorem 9.7. We have
m(P2,6) =
3
2
Λ(f12, 0) +
log(2)
2
.
9.5. The surface E(4). For the universal elliptic curve E(4) attached to the group Γ(4),
we proceed slightly differently from the Γ1(8) case: we avoid the use of Stokes’ theorem and
the consideration of residues at the cusps, using instead a distribution relation satisfied by
Eisenstein symbols.
According to the Rouse–Zureick-Brown tables [22], a model of E(4) over Q(i) is given by
E(4) : y2 = x3 + Ax+B
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with A = −27t8 − 378t4 − 27 and B = 54t12 − 1782t8 − 1782t4 + 54. Here t is a generator
of the function field of Y (4), more precisely we have Q(Y (4)) = Q(i)(t). Since the singular
fibres of E(4) are t = 0,±1,±i,∞, it follows that t is a modular unit. In the following
Lemma, we express t as a quotient of Siegel units.
Lemma 9.8. We have t = ig21,2/g
2
1,0.
Proof. The torsion subgroup of E(4) over Q(i)(t) is isomorphic to Z/4Z× Z/4Z, generated
by the two points of order 4
P1 = (3t
4 + 18it3 − 18t2 − 18it+ 3,−54it5 + 108t4 + 108it3 − 108t2 − 54it),
P2 = (−15t4 + 3,−54it6 + 54it2).
From these expressions we find that
t =
x(P1 + P2)− x(2P1 + 2P2)
x(2P1 + 2P2)− x(2P1 + P2) .
In particular t is a Weierstrass unit and we may express it as a quotient of Siegel units. We
parametrize E(4) in such a way that P1, P2 correspond to z1 = 1/4, z2 = τ/4 respectively
(this identification is compatible with the Weil pairing). This gives
t(τ) =
℘τ (τ/4 + 1/4)− ℘τ (τ/2 + 1/2)
℘τ (τ/2 + 1/2)− ℘τ (τ/4 + 1/2) = i
g3,3g
2
1,2
g1,1g1,0g3,0
= i
g21,2
g23,0
.
Proceeding as in the case of E1(8), we deduce the Lemma. 
Since we know how to evaluate Siegel units at any cusp, we get the following result.
Lemma 9.9. We have t(∞) = i and t(1/2) = t(−1/2) = −i.
Using Magma, we find two functions X, Y on E(4) such that {X, Y } ∈ H2M(E(4),Q(2)).
Their divisors are given by
div(X) = −2(2P2) + 2(2P1 + 2P2) div(Y ) = −2(P1) + 2(3P1)
and they satify the relation
P (X, Y, t) = (X +
1
X
− 2)(Y + 1
Y
+ 2) + 2i
(t− i)4
t3 − t = 0.
Let D ⊂ V (P ) be the Deninger cycle associated to P with respect to the variable t. By
Jensen’s formula, we have
(30) m(P )−m(P ∗) = 1
(2pii)2
∫
D
log |t| · dX
X
∧ dY
Y
=
1
(2pii)2
∫
D
log |t| · pi2(dX
X
∧ dY
Y
).
We now want to relate D with a Shokurov cycle on the connected component of E(4)(C)
defined as the image of the map (τ, z) 7→ (τ, z, σ).
Lemma 9.10. Let C1 (resp. C2) be the circle with center 1 (resp. −1) passing through i in
the complex plane. Then t(D) is the union of the two arcs C1 ∩{|t| > 1} and C2 ∩{|t| > 1}.
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Proof. Let (X, Y, t) ∈ D. Since |X| = |Y | = 1, we have 2i(t − i)4/(t3 − t) ∈ R. Writing
t = u+ iv, we find the equation
2u(u2 + v2 + 2u− 1)(u2 + v2 − 2u− 1)(u2 + v2 − 1) = 0.
We have X + 1/X − 2 ∈ [−4, 0] and Y + 1/Y + 2 ∈ [0, 4], thus 2i(t − i)4/(t3 − t) ∈ [0, 16].
The equation u = 0 leads to −2(v − 1)4/(v3 + v) ∈ [0, 16] which is impossible for |v| > 1.
Therefore t(D) is contained in the union of the two arcs.
Conversely, let t ∈ C1 ∪ C2 with |t| > 1. Since D is invariant under (X, Y, t) 7→ (X, Y ,−t),
it suffices to treat the case t ∈ C1. So let us write t = 1 +
√
2eiθ with θ ∈ (−3pi/4, 3pi/4).
We find
2i
(t− i)4
t3 − t =
2i(t− i)4(t3 − t)
|t3 − t|2
=
416 + 384
√
2 cos θ − 224√2 sin θ + 128 cos(2θ)− 224 sin(2θ)− 32√2 sin(3θ)
52 + 48
√
2 cos θ + 16 cos(2θ)
.
An explicit computation reveals that this function takes values in [0, 16], hence there exist
X, Y ∈ S1 such that P (X, Y, t) = 0. 
Lemma 9.11. The map τ 7→ t(τ) is a diffeomorphism from the modular symbols {−1/2,∞}
and {1/2,∞} to C1 ∩ {|t| > 1} and C2 ∩ {|t| > 1} respectively.
Proof. We want to show that for τ ∈ {1/2,∞}, the point t(τ) lies on C2, that is |t(τ)+1|2 = 2.
Using t(−τ ) = −t(τ) we can then conclude that t({−1/2,∞}) lies on C1.
The functions t + 1 and t − 1 are modular units, since t(1) = −1 and t(3) = 1. Their
expression in terms of Siegel units is given by
t + 1 = g0,3g
−2
1,0g
2
1,1g
4
1,3g2,1, t− 1 = −2g−10,3g−41,0g21,1g−21,2g−12,3.
From Proposition 5.1 we see that ( 1 −10 1 )
∗
(t− 1) = −2(t + 1)−1. So for v ∈ R
t(1/2 + iv) + 1 = −(t(−1/2 + iv)− 1) = − ( 1 −10 1 )∗ (t− 1)(1/2 + iv) =
2
t(1/2 + iv) + 1
,
which shows |t(1/2 + iv) + 1|2 = 2.
It remains to prove that |t(1/2 + iv)| > 1. For τ = 1/2 + iv we have
|t(τ)|2 = t(τ)t(τ) = −t(τ)t(−τ¯ ) = −t(τ)t(τ − 1) = t(τ)(1− t(τ))
1 + t(τ)
.
So |t(τ)| = 1 implies t(τ)− t(τ)2 = 1 + t(τ) so that t(τ) = ±i. But these values correspond
to cusps, so we get a contradiction. To conclude, it suffices to show that |t(1/2 + iv)| > 1
for one particular value of v, which we can check numerically.
To show that the map t : {1
2
,∞} → C2 ∩ {|t| > 1} is a diffeomorphism, it remains to show
that it is injective. Since t is a Hauptmodul for Γ(4)\H, it suffices to show that the projection
from {1
2
,∞} to Γ(4)\H is injective. In fact even {1
2
,∞} → Γ1(4)\H is injective which can
be shown with [28, Lemma 3.3.4], as in Lemma 8.2. 
By the previous lemmas, we see that D = D1 ∪ D2 where D1 (resp. D2) is fibred over
{−1/2,∞} (resp. {1/2,∞}). Moreover, a numerical computation reveals thatD2 is fibrewise
homologous to the Shokurov cycle γ = (2X − Y ){1/2,∞}. Let us consider the complex
conjugation c0 : (τ, z, σ) 7→ (−τ , z, σ) on E(4)(C). This involution corresponds to the
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map (X, Y, t) 7→ (X, 1/Y ,−t) on V (P ). It thus exchanges D1 and D2 and reverses the
orientations. It follows that D is fibrewise homologous to γ − c0(γ) as an oriented cycle.
Let us now turn to the integrand of (30). By similar arguments as in Lemma 8.1, we have
m(P )−m(P ∗) = ± 1
(2pii)2
256
3
∫
D
η
with
η = (Eis0D(1, 2)− Eis0D(1, 0)) · pi2(Eis1hol(2, 1)).
Note that the differential form darg t does not vanish on D, so we cannot write the Mahler
measure as an integral of a closed differential form as in Lemma 8.1. Since η is holomorphic
with respect to z, and since c∗0η = −η, we have∫
D
η =
∫
γ
η −
∫
c0(γ)
η = 2
∫
γ
η.
Note that γ = (2X − Y ){1/2,∞} is a sum of two Manin symbols, but since η is not closed,
we cannot apply Stokes’ theorem as in §8. Instead we use the following degeneracy map
from E(8) to E(4):
λ : (Z2 ⋊ Γ(8))\(H× C)→ (Z2 ⋊ Γ(4))\(H× C)
(τ, z) 7→
(
τ + 1
2
, z
)
.
We have γ = λ∗X{0,∞} so that∫
γ
η =
∫
λ∗X{0,∞}
η =
∫
X{0,∞}
λ∗η.
Using the Fourier expansion of Eisenstein symbols [12, §8], we compute
λ∗Eis0,4D (a, b) = 2
∑
a′∈Z/8Z
a′≡a (mod 4)
Eis0,8D (a
′, a′ + 2b),
λ∗Eis1,4hol(a, b) = 4
∑
a′∈Z/8Z
a′≡a (mod 4)
Eis1,8hol(a
′, a′ + 2b),
where Eisk,N denotes the Eisenstein symbol of weight k and level N . It follows that
λ∗η = 8(Eis0,8D (1, 5) + Eis
0,8
D (5, 1)− Eis0,8D (1, 1)− Eis0,8D (5, 5)) · pi2(Eis1,8hol(2, 4) + Eis1,8hol(6, 0)).
By Proposition 7.3(2) the integral of λ∗η is convergent. Applying the formulas [12, top of p.
1149] and [12, (36)], we obtain m(P )−m(P ∗) = ±Λ(F (2τ), 0) with
F = 4f16 − 2E1,χ43 + 2E1,χ4,23 .
Since m(P ∗) = log 2 = Λ(2E1,χ43 − 2E1,χ4,23 , 0), we finally get m(P ) = 4Λ(f16, 0). The change
of variables (X, Y, t)→ (−X, Y,−it) gives the last identity of Theorem 1.1.
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